
A Webinar with Helen Myers: 
Getting to grips with the new GCSE



Introductions

• Moderating team: David Blow and ALL London committee 
members

• Presenter – Helen Myers
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Annual conference
Save the date 8-9 March 2024

• The ALL Language World Conference is a great event 
for hearing speakers and replenishing enthusiasm

• 10% discount on 1 Year’s Membership for those who 
join the Association and then register to attend 
Language World

about:blank


Please see the link in the chat window for a link to where this recording 
will  be stored and a list of our future webinars: 
https://all-london.org.uk/webinars/

https://all-london.org.uk/webinars/


Getting to 
grips with 
the new 
GCSE

Helen Myers

Association for Language Learning Volunteer

Focus: The exam papers using Sample Assessment Materials [SAMS] and mark 
schemes

1. To what extent do they have the same or different requirements compared with 
current?

2. To what extent do the exam boards have a common or different approach?

3. To what extent are there implications for your scheme of work?

Sections:

A Introduction

B Context:  Documents, Timeline, Messages, Grading 

C Subject Content: Vocabulary / Themes,  Grammar & Phonics

D Exam Tasks: Reading; Translation into English; Listening; Dictation; Speaking; 
Writing; Translation into French



A: Introduction



Who am I?

ASSOCIATION FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING

Helen Myers

ALL Volunteer https://www.all-languages.org.uk

Chair of ALL London Branch   

https://all-london.org.uk/

Invited Trustee and Former ALL President

 www.all-languages.org.uk

X (formerly Twitter):  @HelenMyers

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-
6111148/

Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/helen.myers.75033

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/helenmyers

Blogspot http://helenmyers.blogspot.com/

Email helenmyers007@gmail.com

https://all-london.org.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-6111148/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-6111148/
https://www.facebook.com/helen.myers.75033
https://www.youtube.com/helenmyers
http://helenmyers.blogspot/
mailto:helenmyers007@gmail.com


Key document
My ongoing analysis

• Stored in my Google Drive

• Link via a page on my blog

• Up-dates announced via 
blog, Twitter + FB

• Detailed videos on YouTube!



Helen Myers’ YouTube channel: Playlist
https://tinyurl.com/GCSE2024Playlist



B: Context



Timeline

DfE and Ofqual have specified what content must be tested (and how) for GCSE French, German and Spanish in new 
exams for first teaching from September 2024 and first testing in 2026 (i.e. to students entering Y9). 

Exam boards have produced draft associated new specifications and Sample Assessment Materials (SAMs).  

At the time of writing those for AQA and Edexcel in French have been approved by Ofqual (2nd Eduqas draft French 
just published); all examples in this talk are consequently in French.  

AQA and Edexcel have published draft German and Spanish specifications and are awaiting approval.

Autumn 2023 Decision on selecting exam board ready for option evenings in Spring 2024.  Plan schemes of work to 
ensure prepared for new exam.

Autumn 2024 First year 10 cohort starting the new (2024) GCSE French, German and Spanish GCSEs. [Current Year 8]

Summer 2025 Final assessment of current (2016)specifications

Summer 2026 First assessment of the new (2024)GCSE

ALL will continue to give full analysis and run 
webinars etc.



Main messages from the outset! 

1. There are changes in formal requirements of the GCSE Subject content BUT there is less 
change in the actual exam experience.  So, ask yourself: ‘How much do I really need to 
change?’ [ Try out the SAMs on your Year 11]

2. An ‘easier’ exam does not mean fairer grades.  [Bunched marks = narrower closer grade 
boundaries = less discrimination]

3. An ‘easier’ exam does not mean higher grades. Grading decided by comparable outcomes (set 
by Ofqual, not exam board): overall outcome will be the same, whatever changes we make in 
pedagogy or assessment. [See next 3 slides]

4. Teaching and learning should surely be broader and richer than the actual exam, building on 
the requirements for KS3 in the National Curriculum Programme of Study. It’s really important 
to keep separate the TEACHING AND LEARNING from the final ASSESSMENT.



Severe grading

• Grading determined by comparable outcomes by Ofqual 
[Not exam boards]

• Grading in French, German and Spanish is still severe relative to 
other EBacc subjects [FFT post + David Blow article – next 2 slides]



Recent FFT reminder
FFT Revisiting subject difficulty at Key Stage 4

https://ffteducationdatalab.org.uk/2023/06/revisiting-subject-difficulty-at-key-stage-4/

The rank order remains similar to the last time we looked 

at this in 2019. Grades in English language tend to be 

slightly higher than those in maths.

Pupils who enter art and design tend to achieve half a 

grade or more higher than in English and maths.

By contrast, pupils who enter French, German, Spanish 

and computer science tend to achieve half a grade lower 

than in English and maths.

Despite efforts to bring French and German in line with 

Spanish, they still seem more severely graded.

And Spanish is still more severely graded than other 

subjects anyway.

https://ffteducationdatalab.org.uk/2023/06/revisiting-subject-difficulty-at-key-stage-4/
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank


ALL London ongoing news items

https://all-london.org.uk/languages-today-article-on-severe-
grading-winter-2023/

https://all-london.org.uk/languages-today-article-on-severe-grading-winter-2023/
https://all-london.org.uk/languages-today-article-on-severe-grading-winter-2023/


C: Subject Content



Vocabulary / Themes



Composition of vocabulary content 1/2
1,200 lexical items for foundation tier, and a further 500 lexical items for higher tier 
+ words which can be regularly inflected and (for reading only) regularly derived 
from listed lexical items using the grammar specified in the grammar annex

[NB one entry can list different meanings – still only counts as one e.g. histoire]

At least 85% of the 1,200 and 1,700 words selected must be from the 2,000 most 
frequent words occurring in the most widely used standard forms of the language. 

This information about frequency will be taken from a source based on data from 
one or more large, modern corpus/corpora

‘Lonsdale, D. & Le Bras. Y. (2009). A frequency dictionary of French: Core 
vocabulary for learners. London: Routledge’

Unfortunately, the source used is based on official language rather than that likely to be used in everyday life by 
teenagers.



Composition of vocabulary content 2/2:Extras

Extras

i. up to 30 short phrases that are multi-word phrases in the target 
language, no more than five identifiable words e.g., ‘il y a’ for there is/are’ 

ii. up to 20 items (some of which can be multi-word phrases of up to five 
words) to refer to relevant geographical or cultural places/events, 
including the names of countries to be known receptively and 
productively. 

iii. Up to 2% of words per text + all proper nouns can be glossed [Overlap + 
higher only]

iv. Up to 2% of words per text can be comprised of cognates which are not 
included in the Vocabulary List. 



AQA Edexcel Eduqas

Theme 1: People and lifestyle 
Topic 1: Identity and relationships with others 
Topic 2: Healthy living and lifestyle 
Topic 3: Education and work 

Theme 2: Popular culture 
• Topic 1: Free-time activities 
Topic 2: Customs, festivals and celebrations 
• Topic 3: Celebrity culture 

Theme 3: Communication and the world around us 
Topic 1: Travel and tourism, including places of interest 
• Topic 2: Media and technology 
• Topic 3: The environment and where people live

1. My personal world 
2. Lifestyle and wellbeing 
3. My neighbourhood 
4. Media and technology 
5. Studying and my future 
6. Travel and tourism

Possible subjects within any of the contexts:
HEM has highlighted principle traditional 
context)
• family 
• friends 
• relationships 
• equality 
• physical well-being 
• mental well-being 
• food and drink 
• sports 
• places in town 
• shopping 
• transport  
• the natural world  
• environmental issues 
• social media and gaming  
• future opportunities (e.g. work, travel)  
• school 
• music TV and film 
• accommodation  
• tourist attractions

The following five broad themes are … used to 
categorise nouns in the vocabulary list. ; topics are 
provided as examples of what each theme could 
include:
1. Identity: for example, personal attributes, 

cultural background, languages spoken and 
learning, national, racial, gender stereotypes, 
family, friends, relationships

2. Everydaylife :for example, education, school life, 
routines, activities, sport, being 
healthy/unhealthy, entertainment, social media

3. My future :for example, future plans (work, 
education, aspirations),role models

4. Exploring : for example, places and people, 
travel, including geography, customs and 
traditions, festivals, famous lives, historical 
stories

5. Global matters :for example, the natural world, 
environment/climate change, attitudes, 
inequalities, poverty, prejudice, war/peace, 
citizenship.HEADLINE: 

Explicit differences in themes:

AQA: Celebrity Culture

Edexcel: Shopping

Revision in progress



Interactive vocabulary spreadsheets from 
AOs: AQA



Interactive vocabulary spreadsheets from 
AOs: Edexcel



Work in progress: combined vocab s/sheet 
(Link on my blogpost)



Culture +20

HEADLINES

AQA

•  incl religious festivals (Christian + 
Muslim)

• Countries rather than continents

Edexcel:

• Continents

• Category rather than specific 
(francophonie/ France d’Outre-mer)

NB All can add cultural words in main 
list.

All must gloss proper names not in 
vocab list.



Routledge – examples – pets!
• Note constraints – dilemma for the AO to select the precious 15% over-2000 allowance [reduced 

further by required grammatical conjugated verbs]

• Distinguish between T&L (appropriate to your students) and Testing (S+W open; L+R defined)

• Consider rationale (if fewer specific examples of a category, more range for other areas… c.f. 
approach for current spec – deliberate omission of very common words in order to allow 10% non-
vocab list rule to include familiar vocab ….)



Implications

Audit your KS4 SoW against vocabulary and themes 
listed in the Exam board specification. [Note that 
some KS4 vocabulary may not be appropriate for 
KS3.  There is time to cover new vocabulary in KS4]

• Add vocabulary especially cultural words) through 
planned activities and reference booklets (Texts / 
transcripts / vocabulary booklets / vocabulary 
interactive activities) esp. for use in receptive 
Listening and Reading

• Retain vocabulary which pupils may need for 
productive tasks of speaking and writing about 
their own contexts, but signpost as ‘on a need to 
know’ basis. 



Grammar + Phonics



Grammar : Required

Helen’s spreadsheet

Available to 
download from 
blogpost



Includes
Derivational morphology
(for reading only)

6 strategies for Foundation
Additional strategy for higher

This technical phrase is used in the documentation 
to describe the skill of working out meanings of 
other related words based on core words by 
adding prefixes / suffixes.



Grammar 
focus: 
Verbs 1/3

Downloadable 
from blogspot



Grammar 
focus: 
Verbs 2/3

Downloadable 
from blogspot



Grammar 
focus: 
Verbs 3/3

Downloadable 
from blogspot



Phonics – common 
requirements
• The phonics required are identical.  

Examples of each sound are drawn from 
the defined list, so may vary.

AQA Edexcel



Implications

Audit your KS4 SoW against requirements for 
productive command of grammar and phonics as listed 
in the Exam board specification.

• Add grammatical content where needed (e.g. High 
Frequency anchor verbs (7F+2H), High Frequency 
Verbs (9F). Explicitly introduce students to the 
defined list of ‘derivational morphology’  strategies 
for reading tasks

• Consider removing grammatical content which is 
unnecessarily complex for the new GCSE (but retain 
and signpost as ‘advanced’ if in your context 
students can cope with extra and may be considering 
A level).

• Ensure pronunciation is covered at KS3 relating it to  
phonics elements where appropriate and continue 
to reinforce throughout KS4.  Adapt approach 
according to language taught (FGS have different 
demands)



C:Tasks
Looking at the 
Sample 
Assessment 
Materials

A mix of Foundation and 
Higher across all 
elements

AQA and Edexcel only 
(Eduqas not approved at 
time of writing)

14 tasks to cover in the 
remaining time!



1 READING



Reading: AQA Foundation Q1



Reading: Edexcel Foundation Q1



Reading for inference: e.g. F/H Overlap SAMS
AQA Edexcel



Implications

Review internal assessments against vocabulary and 

grammatical requirements, and question types of 

SAMs

• Test comprehension in English. 

• Target words and grammar listed in subject 

content, including cultural words.  

• Give practice in question-types including 

multichoice inference

• Give practice in using derivational morphology 

strategies



2. READING/ 
TRANSLATION INTO 

FRENCH



Translation: 
AQA Higher



Translation: Edexcel  Higher



Implications

Review internal assessments against vocabulary and 

grammatical requirements, and question types of 

SAMs

• Adjust mark schemes for translations to reward 
appropriate translations and reduce demoralising 
effect of demanding mark schemes.

• Target words and grammar listed in subject 

content, including cultural words.  



3 LISTENING



Listening:  AQA Foundation Q1
Transcript + Question paper

Cultural 
context: 
Your French 
friend has sent 
you some 
voice 
messages

[No name]



Listening:  Edexcel Foundation Q1
Transcript + Question paper Ahmed, 

Myriam and 
Clément are 
talking about 
shopping

Culture: 
names



Implications

Review assessments: 

• Test comprehension in English. 

• Target words and grammar listed in subject 

content, including cultural words.  

• Avoid over-demanding, demoralising assessments 

e.g. allow 3 hearings of longer passages (Edexcel) 

and/or devise shorter passages with fewer 

questions (AQA).



4. LISTENING / 
DICTATION



Dictation: AQA Foundation 

Poulet and 
chemise 
outside 
defined list



Dictation: Edexcel Foundation 

Violon and 
radio outside 
defined list



Implications

• Expose students to opportunities to listen and 
follow written transcript as much as possible (to 
get used to SSC and be exposed to words likely to 
be used in test.  
NB: There will never be more than 2 words not on 
the defined list.  

• Give students experience of the test-type. 
NB Do not necessarily introduce task type to KS3 
or use as a discriminator for setting, as this can be 
demoralising for those with dyslexia.



SPEAKING



5 SPEAKING – ROLE 
PLAY



AQA Role Play Foundation



Edexcel Role Play Foundation

• Café / restaurant

• • Shop / market / shopping centre

• • Hotel

• • Train station

• • Tourist information office

• • Cinema / theatre / concert hall

• Pearson Edexcel Level 1/Level 2 GCSE (9-1) in French

• Specification – Issue 1 – May 2023 © Pearson Education Limited 2023

• 17

• • Campsite

• • Leisure centre

• • Doctor's surgery / hospital

• • In town

10 role play settings and finite 
functions
• Café / restaurant
• Shop / market / shopping centre
• Hotel
• Train station
• Tourist information office
• Cinema / theatre / concert hall
• Campsite
• Leisure centre
• Doctor's surgery / hospital
• In town

• make transactions 
(buying tickets, 
ordering food etc)
• make plans, 
appointments or 
reservations
• explain or give 
reasons
• describe
• express likes / 
dislikes / preferences / 
opinions
• ask for advice
• make a complaint or 
report a problem
• ask / talk about 
activities.



6 SPEAKING – READ 
ALOUD



Read aloud: 
AQA Foundation



Read aloud: Edexcel Foundation



7 Read aloud 
question/answer



Read aloud 
AQA Foundation: 4 unseen Qs



Read aloud 
Edexcel Foundation: 2 unseen Qs



8 SPEAKING – PHOTO 
DESCRIPTION + 

CONVERSATION



Photo card AQA Foundation:
Q/A free choice within theme



Edexcel Picture card – 2 compulsory unseen Qs + 
one guided + rest free choice in thematic context

HIGHER COMPUSORY: 1 PRES, 1 PAST

F COMPUSORY: BOTH PRESENT



Implications

• For both boards, broadly retain existing resources and methods for 
preparing photo card and conversations following up read-aloud 
and photo card.  Check that all themes are covered.  (e.g. Celebrity 
culture for AQA.)

• Role play: Add formal and transactional examples with reference to 
Edexcel specification.  

• The topics covered in the Edexcel role play, though not tested formally in 
AQA role play, are covered in AQA’s reading, listening and writing papers. 

• Practising social contexts in role play, though not required for this test type 
by Edexcel, prepares well for the conversation that follows reading aloud and 
photocard description. 

• Read aloud: Give students experience of the test-type using 
familiar vocabulary and 2 ‘new’ words as per SAMs. NB Do not 
necessarily use test as a discriminator for setting, as this can be 
demoralising for those with dyslexia.

• Prepare criteria which can be used formatively and positively to 
prepare students for exam. 



WRITING



9 WRITING SINGLE 
SENTENCES



Single sentence task– AQA Foundation

1st or 3rd person 
accepted



Single sentence task– Edexcel Foundation



10 WRITING 
PARAGRAPHS  / LINKED 

SENTENCES



Paragraphs task –AQA Foundation 
(5BPs: All present tense)



Paragraphs task –Edexcel Foundation
 [3BPs: 2 pres 1 future]



11 GRAMMAR 
MULTICHOICE 

– AQA Foundation ONLY



Grammar task – AQA Foundation only



12 WRITING F/H 
OVERLAP TASK



F/H overlap task AQA 
[3 time frames]



F/H Overlap task Edexcel [3 time frames]



13 WRITING HIGHER 
ONLY TASK



Higher only task – AQA [2 tenses]



H – Higher only task Edexcel [3 tenses] 
Formal context



Implications

• For both Boards, broadly retain existing resources and 

practices for preparing the photo description and 

answering bullet points. Check that all themes are 

covered.  (e.g. Celebrity culture for AQA) 

• Give pupils experience of grammar multichoice test 

type.  [Though this only features in AQA exam, it can be 

useful for all].   

• Give pupils experience of selecting from 2 options.  

Consciously bear in mind inclusivity.

• Prepare criteria which can be used formatively and 

positively to prepare students for exam. 



14 WRITING -
TRANSLATION



Translation AQA Foundation
 [AO3 5+AO3 5]



Translation:Edexcel Foundation 
AO2 6+ AO3 4



Implications

Edit existing resources or create new ones to match 
grammar requirements and exam board vocabulary 
lists.

Prepare criteria which can be used formatively and 
positively to prepare students for exam.



Reminder: Main messages!

1. There are changes in formal requirements of the GCSE Subject content 
BUT there is less change in the actual exam experience.  So ask yourself: 
‘Do I really need to change?’ [ Try out the SAMs on your Year 11]

2. An ‘easier’ exam does not mean fairer grades.  [Bunched marks = 
narrower closer grade boundaries = less discrimination]

3. An ‘easier’ exam does not mean higher grades. Grading decided by 
comparable outcomes (set by Ofqual, not exam board): overall outcome 
will be the same, whatever changes we make in pedagogy or assessment.

4. Teaching and learning should surely be broader and richer than the 
actual exam, building on the requirements for KS3 in the National 
Curriculum Programme of Study. It’s really important to keep separate 
the TEACHING AND LEARNING from the final ASSESSMENT.



• GCSE French is accredited and all materials can be found on the French webpage.  

• You can find our draft German and Spanish specifications and sample assessment materials on our website, including the interactive 
vocabulary lists for each language in the Teaching Resources tab.

• As we continue to work closely with Ofqual on our draft GCSE German and Spanish specifications, we have lots of support and resources 
to help your planning. German and Spanish have been developed using the same principles and assessment approach as our accredited 
French materials, so you can be confident in the model.

• As soon as we hear back from Ofqual that the German and Spanish specifications are accredited, the draft specification and sample 
assessment materials for each language will be replaced by the accredited versions on our website.  We will also contact all schools and 
colleges to confirm when this has happened.

• This resources roadmap outlines some of the new and updated resources that will be available for the new French, German and Spanish 
GCSEs. It was designed with feedback from over 1,000 teachers to ensure that we meet all of your needs and to help you prepare 
your students with confidence in the run up to first teaching in 2024 and first assessment in 2026. 

• Recording of our new GCSE launch meeting is now available to watch and to download the materials here

• Prepare to teach meetings for each language (online and F2F) will take place next term and bookings available very shortly.

• Get in touch with us if you need more information mfl@aqa.org.uk
• OUP Foundation and Higher books for new specification GCSE French, Spanish and German and accompanying online resources 

delivered via Kerboodle. You can also register your interest to sign up for printed sample content here . 

• Exampro will have online vocabulary assessments for KS3 and KS4 as well as online question banks to help prepare students. Also 
included are Learner, class, school and MAT level reports, including population analysis to track progress. 

Copyright © AQA and its licensors. All rights reserved. 92

GCSE reform update from AQA

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/french-8652/teaching-resources
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-draft-8692/teaching-resources?f.Resource+type%7C6=Subject+specific+vocabularies
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/german-draft-8662/subject-content/grammar
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/spanish-draft-8692/subject-content/grammar
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse-languages-specification-changes
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/french-8652/assessment-resources?f.Resource+type%7C6=Commentaries
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/gcse/french-8652/assessment-resources?f.Resource+type%7C6=Commentaries
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/content/mfl/AQA-GCSE-MFL-NEW-RESOURCE-ROADMAP.PDF
https://www.aqa.org.uk/professional-development/course-details?meta_E=MFLGLO1
mailto:mfl@aqa.org.uk
https://oupform.edcowebsites.co.uk/mfl/be-first-to-hear-about-our-upcoming-mfl-resources-for-the-new-aqa-gcse-specifications/form
https://www.exampro.co.uk/languages/


Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) French, German, Spanish
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Access Training

Autumn 2023 full day 

Getting Ready to Teach:

• Face to Face in a city 

near you

• 3 x Online (post-school)

More will be added for 

2024 soon!

• Sign up for Rebecca 

Waker’s Subject 

Advisor updates

• Register your 

interest in our 

qualification

Keep up to date

• Vocabulary and 

Grammar Guide 

(French)

• Paper 2

• Paper 3

• Paper 4

Explore our new 

guides

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank


Final message!

• Please keep in touch.

• Share ideas and 
resources generously via 
organisations / networks 

• Support the publishers / 
sponsors who can make 
our lives and 
preparation easier.

ASSOCIATION FOR LANGUAGE LEARNING

Helen Myers

ALL Volunteer https://www.all-languages.org.uk

Chair of ALL London Branch   

https://all-london.org.uk/

Invited Trustee and Former ALL President

 www.all-languages.org.uk

X (formerly Twitter):  @HelenMyers

LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-
6111148/

Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/helen.myers.75033

YouTube https://www.youtube.com/helenmyers

Blogspot http://helenmyers.blogspot.com/

Email helenmyers007@gmail.com

https://all-london.org.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-6111148/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/helen-myers-6111148/
https://www.facebook.com/helen.myers.75033
https://www.youtube.com/helenmyers
http://helenmyers.blogspot/
mailto:helenmyers007@gmail.com
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